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When quali ty,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas are
your f irst choice.

Only Paracl ipse offers such
variety; four dist inctly different series:

.the Truss-Ribbed Classic,

.the Courier Deliverable Eclipse,

.the Stretch Formed Hydro,

.the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in i ts class, worldwide.
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COOP'S COMMENT
Ivan Staites of Staites Television & Video

@almerston North" NZ) stopped by to see
me early in June.

"When will we have satellite television?"
he asked. The man was standing in my work
area sunounded by racks of satellite
receivers; an NBA semi-final basketball
game war; on the screen, live from Houston.
To get into my room he had to pass by 4
operational satellite dishes in my yard

I asswed him it is here. now.
"But when can I sell dish systems?" he pressed.
I suggested, 'Todqt utouldbe a good day." Ivan is not unique, unforfunately,

he is 'standard'. He beiieves that satellite TV "will be here" the day he can spend a
few hours installing a dish running some wires and connecting up a receiver that
displays channels people do not otherwise have access to. Ivan is afraid of the
unknowrl worried because satellite TV seems different from terrestrial TV. It is,
and it is not.

Satellite TV differs only in delivery techruque; it uses frequencies that are new
to the trained tenestrial TV installer, equipment that is foreign in desigq
modulation that is unusual. Once you learn your way through these differences,
the pictures on the screen and the sound from the speaker(s) are just like 'standard

(terrestrial) TV. lvan worries about those differences, his customers will not. They
will only care about the programming choices.

Satellite TV is here; now. It is here for those banks, stock market houses, and
investors who crave accurate up to the minute information on market trends. For
these people. satellite TV is Asia Business News (see page 23, here). How many
businesses or people in your retail territory would spend $5,000 for this service?
You won't know until you start asking. Satellite TV is here, now. for pubs and
bars and sportrng clubs that craye more sports @MT$, current music Qvfl$ and
country and westem music (CMT) Sateilite TV is here now for the Japanese
management people at the fishery or timber mill OIHK); for the Chinese restaurant
owner (ChD, for the Indian shop keeper (ATN, RAJ). And before this month is
out, satellite TV will be here for movie buffs who want 5 movies a night (ntfT)

Look about you- Ivan. Satellite TV is all around us. If you are not yet selling it,
perhaps it is time you figured out whyl
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When Lcs Brooks miglae d to Alice Spriqgs, Austalia several yea's ago, he had no idea his 35cm Ku band UK

dish left over from the Mrco Polo satellite project days could

ever be more than a hood ornment for his vehicle. Now, it produces Asian Business News and olher prograrmnes

tomPAS-2 (seep.23). Welcome, Alice Springs, to the 2lil centulT!



0.3m Dish At C-Band Boresight!

SUPEREHFRESS: FOWER
BIRDS

In a satellite direct world where signal power levels on
the ground is money in the banl<, satellite designers have
since the fnst 1970 era 5 watt C-band transponders
gradually increased power to the 34 watt power of the
current PAS-2 and the 55 watt power of the new
AsiaSat 2. Putting more kansmitter power on the
satellite has two effects:

Mare transmit power translates to
smaller receive dishes:

More transmit power can also translate to
larger coverage areas on the sound.

Russia's Gorizont family of satellites, now into their
third decade, pioneered high power on C-band but at a
price. Gorizont satellites employ circular polarisation
and this means they 'pollute' linear satellites on both
sides (in the two immediately adjacent orbit locations).
A linear system next to a circular system can do nothing
to "tune out" the presence of the circuiar signal
splattering..in from the side of the dish focal point.
Additionally, Gorizont satellites were not designed to
be long-lasting in orbit, nor to be geostationary By
flyt.tg the birds rn an inclined orbit the "splatter effects"
of the circular signals on the linear signals "next doot"
seem to come and go at the linear sites. For example,

Gorizont at 103.2E is a source of intermittent
interference to AsiaSat 1 at 104.3E.

Parking space in the satellite belt is at a premium; it
will grow more congested and there will be new
confrontations. In North America and Europe congested
orbit belts are 'managed' by carefirl satellite placement
and careful control of polarisation. Satellites on C-band
can in fact share the belt at 2 degree spaclng but only
when polarisations are 'meshed, on side by side
satellites use of a common transponder frequency
involves using opposite polarities. Russian higlr power
cucular C-band satellites, which radiate simultaneous
signals rn both linear polarisations, could not take part
in this plan.

Now - stand back because as powerful as the Rrssian
Gorizonts have been in the past, here come the Express
Class 'super-powe1 C-band birds.

Transmitter power alone is not a problem. An equally
important design criteria is the type of trarsmit antenna
"coverage pattem" the satellite will employ. Russian
satellites routinely employ:

Global beams (goes to every point on
earth the satellite can "see")

Spot beams (most of the transmit power focuses
into a narrow ftypically 5 degree wide by 5

degree highl area)
Zone beams (a cross between Global and
spot with the transmit power focused on
an area that may be 10 degrees wide by

5 degrees high)
The spot and zone beams can be 'steered (made to point
by desrgn to a particular region on earth). Express
beams can be steered by remote control from earth; a
spot beam today on New Zealand, tomorrow it points at
Malaysia. Lr practice, they will be steered initially after
the satellite achieves orbit position and left in the
selected position unless the needs of the satellite
customers change.
Gorizont vs. Express Comparison

y' Gorizonts have 1 Ku and 6 C-band transponders on
board. Express have double this. 1 2 C and 2 Ku

y' Gorizonts have a usefrrl lifetime of 3 years; Ex-
press customers are being waranteed 5 years as a
minimum, up to 7.

y' Gorizonts are launched with an inclined orbit built
in (SF#8, p.6); Express are designed to be geostationary
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for their lifetime (and this will end the tracking
problem).

y' Gorizonts have built-in coverage beams that cannot
be routinely changed once the satellite achieves orbit;
Express can be switched at will.

y' Gorizonts employ left hand circular GHC) C-band
transmit polarisation, Express will employ right hand
circular (RHC) On Ku" Gonzont is horizontal linear
while Express is vertical linear.

Thus a Gorizont and an Express could be positioned
within 2 degrees of one another simply because they are
using opposite polarisation 'senses'. But like the
Gonzonts, a 'westem world' linear polarised satellite
had better be at least 2.5 degrees removed in space from
either of them on C-bandl
Practical Coverage Data

Lr the multiple maps with this analysis you should
keep in mind the following numbers:

Each map has a set of semi-circular contotrs shown.
The smallest 'circle', in the centre when there are two or
more showrl is the strongest signal area. Each map has a
lower right inset table telling you just how strong the
inner circle ("Beam Center") wrll be, a next-out circle
("lst Contour"), a next-next out ("2nd contour") and on
some maps an additional contour circle ("3rd contour").

By covering all of the earth that the satellite can 'see'

(i e, Global beam) the power available for that
transponder is spread thinly over approximately 42Yo of
the eafih's surface. This is what we have with Rimsat Gl
(130E on the RAJ-TV transponder R6; SF#8, p.3). The
power level for each 6pe of beam, vs. dish size on the
goun4 is shown here rn table form.

Find a location on earth and determine the EIRP (on
ground signal level contour). Go to this chart and
determine the size dish required for either analogue or
digrtal format transmissions. Note that the spot and
zone beams shown are examples of those that could be
steered to a wide variety of locations by command.
Absence" here, of a map showing a spot covering

Express EIRP Analogue
C-band

Dish Size

Digi talC-band
Dish Size

49 dBw 0.25m <0.25m

47 dBw O.3m <0.3m

42 dBw 0.Bm <0.8m

40 dBw 0.9m <0.9m

38 dBw 1 . 1 m 1 .0m
36 dBw 1 . 5 m 1 . 3 m

34 dBw 2 . 1 m 1 . 8 m

32 dBw 2.5m 2 . 1 m
30 dBw 3 . 1 m 2.6m
27 dBw 3.9m 3 . 1 m

another portion of the world does not mean it is not
available. In theory, a spot can be steered to almost any
location within the outer-most (Global) pattem, and,
some zone beams hkewise.

Who Will Use Express Class?
At this point in time we have four intended users of

Express:
1) The Russians themselves, as a part of their inter-

national telecommunications stratery, presently operate
10 Gorizonts and two Ekran-M class satellites.
IJltimately, Express will replace the Gorizonts and
Informcosmos (a Russian company formed in 1993)
operates these satellites.

2) Rimsat which holds a contract with Informcosmos
covenng 4 Express satellites.

ASIA.PACIFIC EXPRESS lr 34"E1

RIMSAT Express at 134E: One possible zone beam

ASIA-PACIFIC EXPRESS ( I 34"E1

RIMSAT Express at 134E: One possible spot beam



Location Operator Likely Launch
Date

53E (1) Informcosmos Unknown

69E (*) Intelsat Unknown

808 (2) GE Americom Late 1995?

85E Rimsat Early 1996?

eOE (3) lnformcosmos Unknown

91.5E (*) Intelsat Unknown

95.0E (*) Intelsat Unknown

e6.5E (4) lnformcosmos Late 1995?

l03E (s) lnformcosmos Unknown

t30.0E Rimsat 1999-2000?

134.0E Rimsat 1996?

r40.0E (6) Informcosmos Unknown

145.0E (a Sovcan Star Unknown

170.7sE (8) Rimsat Unknown

ll Gorizont 27 presently at 52.88
2l Gorizont 24 presently at 79.9E
3/ Gorizont 28 presently at 89.9E
4I Gorizont 19 presently at 96.5E
5l Gorizont 25 presently at 103.2E
6I Gorizont 18 presently at14O.2E

7l Gorizont 21 presently at144.4E', Sovcan is joint
CIS and Canadian consortium

81 170.75E may not be formally recognised as an
orbit location for Rimsat by PanAmSat, others. lf
an Express goes here, PAS-2 could suffer badly.

* / lntelsat has not announced the location for their
first or subsequent Express satellites; these are the

most likely candidate locations.

3) Intelsat has signed an agreement to lease an
Express satellite at 95E (Gorizont 19 is presently at
96.5E, krsat flndia] at 93.6E) and holds options on two
additional Express.

4) US firm GE Americom has leased an Express for
positioning at about 80E (Gorizont 24 is presently at
7998)which it intends to sub-lease to Indian cable TV
prograrnmer BITV headquartered in Bombay.

Until recently informcosmos has operated Gorizonts
for Russian intemal (including television)
communications. More recently, private (non-Russian)
satellite programmers have been able to obtain leases on
Gorizont satellites (i.e., Jain TV on 103.2E). A London
based company (lVorld Satellite Radio; WSR) with ties
to l-rdia claims to have a contract for "several Express
transponders for the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions"
when the new satellites are operational. That
Informcosmos will rent out C and Ku band satellite

EXPRESS at approximately 75E: possible spot beam

transponders on the Express seems to be accepted by all
of the major satellite players.
Where Will The Express Satellites Be Located?

Present plans call for Express satellites to be located
at 6 Informcosmos locations in the krdian and Pacific
regions, plus I GE Americom and as many as 4 Rimsat.
We show where they are intended in a table here. Of
course this sort of plurning is subject to modiftcation as
transponder needs change and markets develop.
Informcosmos, once a grant govemment bureaucracy
administered by the Russian Space Agency, is now
doing its best to adapt to westem ways; including the
Russian need to generate foreign curency eamings.
Gorizont transponder space is leased out for US dollars,
a tidy system of insuring a monthly in{low of this
crrrency so vital to Russia's foreign trade balancing act.

TECHMCAL DETAILS: Express Class
Express are launched by the proven Proton vehicle.

Express is 3-u<is stabilised, the same as PAS-2 or
AsiaSat 2. Once at orbital location the satellite tracking

LOW C

42.3 4 3
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I

EXPRESS at approximately 75E: possible spot beam



Transponder Band Power Downlink
Centre
(MHz)

Nominal
Bandwidth

Possible
Transmit
Antennas

Transmit
Beam

Widths
R6 U 75 watts 3675 /IF:1475 40 GlobaVspot l9 x 19 / 5x 5(r)
R7 U t5 3725 /IF:1425 38 Q'GlobaUzone 1 5 x 1 5 / 5 x 1 0
R8 t5 3775 /IF:1375 38 Q'GlobaVzone 15x15 / 5xl0(2)
R9 (- l5 3825 /lF:1325 38 GlobaVzone l 5 x l 5 / 5 x 1 0

Rl0 U l 5 3875 IIF:1275 38 Q'GlobaVzone l5xl5/ 5 x l0(2)
Ril (- l 5 3925 /tF.1225 38 Q'GlobaVzone l 5 x l 5 / 5 x  l 0
R l4 C l 5 3975 / IF:1175 38 SpoVzone 5x5(1y5 x l0(2)
Rl5 \- l 5 4025 /lF:1125 38 Q'GlobaUzone l 5 x l 5 l 5 x 1 0
R16 C l 5 4075 / IF:1075 38 SpoVzone 5xl0(1/sxl0(2)
R l7 C l 5 4125 llF: fi25 38 Q'GlobaVzone l 5 x l 5 / 5 x 1 0
Rl2 Ku 20 ll525llF:1225 38 Spot 5 x 5 ( 3 )
R20 Ku 20 1162511F:1325 38 Spot 5 x s ( 3 )

1/ 5 degree x 5 degree C-band spot beam steerable east-west and north-south. ? Zone beams on Rg, R10,
R14, R16 are steerable E-W +/- 4 degrees, N-S +/- 7 degrees. 3I Ku spot steerable E-W, N-S +i- 7 degrees.

and control information (TT&C) is intemally recorded
and'dumped' to grorind controllers on command at l0 to
30 day intervals. If the satellite exceeds its nominal
geostationary assignment parameters (i.e., wanders),
intemal alarms immediately alert TT&C stations that
nominally'fly' the satellites. Command systems allow
instructions from the groiurd to switch transponders to
different transmit (or receive) antennas, each with a
different 'coverage pattem'. The satellite's in-orbit
stability is +/- 0.1 degrees (0.2 degrees total movement)
for latitude, longitude and'orientation' (where it points
for boresiglt). The expected service life is 5-7 years.

In the coverage maps here, note the following:
/ On R0 the Global beam centre (for all locations) is

36.8 dBw in high power (full 75 watts), or 32 dBw in
low power (15 watts). At beam edge (the outer ring for a
Global coverage map) the footprint will be 33.8 dBw for
high power and 27 dBw for low power. For
transponders R7-11, 15 and 17, the Quasiglobal centre
is tlpically 32 dBw while the edge of coverage is
tlpically 29 dBw.

y' On R0 the spot is 49.3 dBw (l) at centre.

PACIFIC EXPRESS (1 7O.75oEl

i./ri.
i1

ttl

RIMSAT Express: 17O.75E Possible Zone Beam

RIMSAT Express 174.75E. Global footprint



RIMSAT Express 170.75E: New Zealand spot beam
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'l Zone coverage is 38.6(8+) dBw at centre dropping to
around 31 dBw by the third contour on the map.
Outside of the third contour, signals drop rapidly.

J Ku band contours, even though spot beam, at 43
dBw are in the lm dish size range at centre.

Status ofExpress
The first operational Express went to 14W for service

primarily to Europe in February. There are problems:
Europeans report two of the C-band transponders, 1 Ku
have either quit or are erratic. Russian sources and
Rimsat confirm the Express launch schedule is currently

on hold while engineers sort out the data looking for a
cause of the failures. Most expect the launching to
resume in the 3rd or 4th quarter this year. The GE
Americom leased satellite (80E) and the Informcosmos
at 96.5E are two early candidates. The first Rimsats,
early in 1996 at the soonest, may for 85E and 134E
although not necessarily in that order.

Transponder Transmit Beam Maximum EIRP
R6 Global 36.7 dBw

49.3 dBw

R7 Quasiglobal 31 .6  dBw

Zone 38.5 dBw

R8 Quasiglobal 31 .7  dBw

38.6 dBw

R9 Quasiglobal 31.8 dBw

Zone 38.7 dBw

R 1 0 Quasiglobal 31.9 dBw

38.8 dBw

R 1 1 Quasiglobal 32.0 dBw
Zone 38.9 dBw

R 1 4 42.3 dBw

39.0 dBw

R 1 5 Quasiglobal 32.2 dBw
Zone 39.1 dBw

R 1 6 42.4 dBw

39.2 dBw

R 1 7 Quasiglobal 32.4 dBw
Zone 39.3 dBw

R 1 2 42.9 dBw

R20 42.9 dBw

indicates steerable beam
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SPACE Pacific
South Pacific Region

Satellite & Cable Show

> Huge operating antenna lot
(dishes 7.3mto 60 cm!)
> Beginner course 24th

) General Sessions 25-26
> Public Exhibit 27th

Speakers from Asia, North America, the
Pacific
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Part Three

ADDING SATELLITE CHANNELS
TO A MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEM

Editols Note: This seriss deals with the technical
changes required in an existing MATV (master antenna
television) system when adding one or more satellite
delivered progrumme channels. Parts one and two in
SF#8 and 9 dealt with channel allocation and how you
create "room" within the spectrum tuned by the standard
TV set for additional (satellite) channels.

Review
Television receivers connected to a properly designed

coorial cable distribution system can display quality
pictures and sound from TV programmes carried within
the system on 'adjacent channels' (SF#8, p.11). An
adjacent channel situation exists when two or more TV
channels occupy frequencies which are sequential in the
spectrum. Under normal terrestrial broadcasting rules,
adjacent TV channels are avoided for a host oftechnical
factors as explained in SF#8 and 9. In a coaxial cable
O4ATV, SMATV, CATU system these 'factors' are
within the control of the system designer / installer.
This immediately opens up for master antenna TV
system use channels which previously were 'forbidden'

when the MATV system was reticulating only broadcast
TV programming. We explored how the system designer
controls these factors in SF#9" p. 5.
You Control The Spectrum

Within the mini-world contained inside of the coaxial
cable network serving the hotel, motel or apartment
complex, the system designer is in charge. Every signal
carried by the cable networlg and amplified by the
system amplifiers, is placed inside of the network by the
system designer. If the system is planned properly, no
outside signals will 'ingress' (penetrate into) the system.

By being in charge of the signal frequencies, and the
power or signal level of each signal inside of the cable
network, the designer has in his or her power the ability
to ensure that each TV set connected to the system
receives (a) just the right amount of signal, and (b) a
properly balanced set of signals such that each signal
arrives at the TV set with the same signal level or power.

By following the engineering criteria that leads to this
situation, the system designer is able to 'stack channels'
one after the other to place one TV programme on each
of the many dial positions the TV set has available.

Overflow
Unfortunately, many TV sets found in motels are (a)

older versions designed at a time when equipping such

With converter, TV set remains tuned to
single channel (such as 2l and converter

does actual channel c

receivers with 8 (or fewer) 'tuning channels'was thougfrt
ample, and &) not owned by the motel but on lease
from a receiver distributor. The first factor limiting
channel capacrty wrthin an MATV system, then, will be
the tuning capability of the TV sets.

Before setting out to desrgn the addition of TV
channels to an existing MATV system, first determine
the tuning capability of the TV sets. As we saw in SF#9
(p.5), it is possible to rearrange the local television
transmission channels within the lrdATV system to
create new adjacent channels for the added satellite
signals.

69.25 - 83.25 MHz.
53 to 510 119.25 - 168.25 MHz

175.25 -224.25 MHz
231.25 - 294.25 MHz

A tuning capability of all of the above channels will
provide 49 TV programme channels. Some TV sets hrne
only through S20 and do not tune S93-S95 which then

leaves you with a 29 channel capability.



If the TV sets available
have tuning limitations, the
next step is to consider how
to correct this. The options
are:

a) Replace the TV sets
with newer design recei-
vers that have extended
tuning capability;

b) Leave the TV sets in
place and add to each a
'set-top' (cable converter)

COAXIAL CABLE

TYPICAL interfacing between set-top converter and TV set

CONVERTER

TO AC WALL OUTLET

fi^",.," FR.M rv

rinit which provides extemal (to the TV set) tumng of
the full range of possible channels.

In a TV set lease situation, the least expensive
altemative for the system owner is usually to leave the
exrstrng receivers in place and add the set-top unit.
Regardless of the decision, you would like to have each
TV set in the connected system with the capability of
tumng no less than the frequency ranges shown in the
table here @age 7).

TV receivers with an expanded tuning range are often
known as "cable ready." That should mean, as a
minimum, the TV ttnrng range covers no less than the
29 (30) "basic channels" shown in the table,
Additionally, the TV set should also be equipped with
an "Fu series aerial input connector (where the coaxial
cable connects); not the more common fin the Pacific
region] "Pal" or "European" fitting(see SF#, p.14).

Unfortunately for system planners TV sets imported
into most South Pacific regions are not "cable ready"
although a few will rndeed tune the 29 (30) basic
channels. And in at least New Zealand, some importers
such as Sanyo New Zealand @eter Huljich; tel
64-9-527-3908) are promising "cable ready" TV sets
shortly after midyear.

What About I-IHF For Distribution?
The ultra high frequency channels (typically 500 - 800

MHz frequency range) offer an altemative to VHF
regular plus S-channel signal carriage. But there can be
significant problems with IIIIF distribution.

If the MATV system is sizeable and the headend
'powel is low, line amplifiers will be required within the
distribution system. Line amplifiers, as we will see in
the concluding segment of this series in July, require
very careful placement and level settrng to avoid signal
degradation. Generally speaking facilities with more
than 30 TV set outlets and cable lenglhs (from headend
to the furthest TV set) in excess of 100 metres require
special skills and equipment for VHF plus IJHF
distribution. An additional problem with TIIIF
distribution is the limitation of addine more and more

channels (in the futwe) as the satellite programme
sources grow. UHF 'line amplifiers'are 'charurel capacity
limited' and unlike their WIF counterparts you can
easily run out of 'amplifier capacrty' before you run out
of 'channel space'. And finally, if the MATV system is
ever likely to be integrated with a community wide cable
TV system, the tIIlF distribution portion of the MATV
system will be absolutely useless when the cable TV
lines come to the NIATV system to 'plug in' at some
future date.

The Set-Top Converter
Ifthe choice is for a set-top converter, to gain access

through each TV outlet to the cable-only chamels of the
MATV system, there are a number of options. Set-top
units have been generally available within the cable
television rndustry for more than two-decades and they
come in many technical designs.

The set-top is an extemal tuner. Some do not
demodulate (tum the received signal into baseband
audio and video) but rather act as straight forward
frequency converters. Most come with their own
infrared remote controls so the user can switch channels
from the viewing position.

hr the unit shown (page 9):
1) The TV set is tuned to 55.25 MHz and the con-

verter feeds into the TV set on this frequency
2) Optionally , the TV set can be plugged into the

converter receptacle so the on-off control on the
converter remote also tums the TV on and off

3) The converter has scrolling (charurel up, channel
down) plus a favourite channel sub-memory ftolding up
to 10 channels) for instant access

4) krdividual channels can be entered using the key-
board control

5) A sleep control timer to tum off the converter (set)
up to 90 minutes after being set.

Sources and Pricing
Most set-top units are now manufactured in Taiwan or

Korea. The writ shown here, the EC-60R, is from PX
Cable Systems (1). Pricing varies upwards from US$35



per converter. Some suppliers insist on minimum orders
(1,000 is a common number but not aiways iron clad).

More Complex Converters
The onginal set-top units, similar to that shown here,

were intended only to extend the tuning range of TV
receivers. Then along came pqy television channels;
special programmes carried by cable TV systems,

Origlnally pay channels were merely additiorul
channels carried on the cable system. The "securitlr"

(method by which the cable system kept the pay TV
programmes from those not willing to pay for them) was
initially to simply place the pay programming on
channels not available to a non-paying home. This is
done by building into the converter an ability to simply
"block" (eliminate) one or more channels from
non-pay-TV homes. As the cable company supplies the
converter to the subscriber home, and the cable
company knows how to "programme" the converters to
eliminate specific channels, the cable company would
be in control.

When set-top units became available at outlets such as
Dick Smit[ the cable companies had to step up their
security system. Now the pay channels were encrypted.
And set-top units now added descramblers which could

PX: EC-60R programmable set-top converter

be addressed to function only on specific channels;
again, at the cable operato/s selection. None of this
applies to motel / hotel MATV systems where all TV
outlets receive all ofthe channels offered.

1l PX: Trans Electric Co. Ltd., PO Box 8, Changhua,
Taiwan (Far 886-4-7627018; Tel 886-4-7627131); Frank
Hrurg.

2/ Jebsee Electronics Co. Ltd., PO Box 5Z Tainan,
Taiwan (Fan 886-6-263-8446; Tel 886-6-26+7622); S.K.
Tsal
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SATELLITE TEL EVISION CONSU LTANTS, IM PORTERS AN D EXPORTERS

INTRODUCING the TELSAT "Kick Start" TVRO
Package @ $2,884.02 + GST & freight - see pase 23 sF*g (Mayl for detairs

PACE STAR TV Decoders for the Palapa service
PACE Low Threshold (4db c/n) PSRgl9 receivers

Digital Standards Converters clw 2m RAM
ORBITRON 3m & 3.7m Dish's

Country Music Television (CMT) Decoders
PLUS MUCH MUCH MORE

Export orders very welcome.

I nternet E mai I add ress : telsat@i ntec. manawatu. gen. nz
TVRO Bulletin Board (BBS) (06) 323-9660
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Part Four

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD CABLE TV SYSTEM
Malre Money With Your Baclqtard Dtsh

Review
Cable operators make money by offering optional, in

addition to free to air, television pro$arnme channels.
In some areas, FTA reception is degraded because of
local terrain or interference and the cable system also
benefits by improving the FTA churnels to eliminate the
degradation. As we saw in part 3 of this series (SF#9,
p 8), a cable system functioning in a marketplace (area
to be served) wrth pre-existing good quality FTA
reception can only expect to sell its service to
approximately i0 (to 12)% of the potential homes
passed by cable in the first year; rising to 2I-25Yo atthe
end of the third year and 32-35% at the end of the 5th
year.

At the present time the Pacific Ocean region is
begrnmng to see a sizeable number of off-satellite
channels which can be offered by a cable system and
this is a new experience. Furthermore, with the January
1996 launch of Palapa Cl (which will covermost of the

fsouthJ Pacific regon) and the launch of AsiaSat 2 with
coverage to most locations west of the 180 degree
meridian" the number of possible programming channels
for cable will increase even fi,rther.

In Australia, the Galaxy programme package (see
SF#g, p.2) is offered at ,4$49.95 per month; 9 channels.
The service is so new as to be not yet a benchmark to
compare similar services elsewhere; and, is self-limited
at this time by the distribution method OdMDS or point
to point microwave) presently employed. hr New
Zealand. Sky Network began in May of 1990 offering 3
channels; the service is now 4-112 chatnels (the half
channel being a shared channel with a non-pay TV
service). This through-the-air distributed III{F
(encrypted) service claims 2IYo af all potential homes
now pay on average near NZ$53.75 per month for this
package.

Where there is existing multi-channel pay TV on
offer, such as Australia and New Zealard, traditional
cable TV operators will be compared in the potential
subscribels mind with the existing service, even in
portions of Australia and New Zealalrrd where the over
the air pay services do not operate. In a single sentence,
can you offer 5 to 9 charurels off satellite, on cable,
which the subscribers find enjoyable, for approximately
AAIZ$50 permonth?

ABalancing Act
As we saw in SF#7 (p.5-8) there are two sizeable

portions to the cable system:
1) The "headend", where all of the different channels

are processed and mxed together for reticulation on the
cable system wires, and,

2) The cable "plant" which is that collection of coaxial
cable, passive splitters, amplifiers and subscriber signal
tap-off devices that carries the programme channels
from the headend to the subscribels TV set(s)

In SF#? we suggested a capital expenditure of around
NZ$47,000 would create a headend with 15 channels of
service. We also suggested that a cable plant with the
capacity to carry around 36 channels could be
constructed under favourable conditions for around
NZ$7,500 per kilometre. h this portion we will
concentrate on how rapidly the programme channels
available to you as a "Neighbourhood Cable Operatot"
has grown from our March 1995 report. And suggest to
you how this rapid growth effects your own viability to
build a cable TV system in your own "neighbourhood."

Plannins For Available Proerarnming
While each issue of SaIFACTS brrngs announcement

of newly available, newly announced programming

Making Mons-v With Your Dish?
If you are joining this series at midstream, this explanation. A dish system receives satellite signals. With two

receivers you can receive two different progtammes simuitaneously; teq ten different programmes. If you connect

the receivers to a miniature cable TV system that loops around your neighbourhood, you have a new "revenue

stream', (income source) by "selling" multiple-churnel satellite-direct TV service to your neighbours. If you also

happen to own and operate a motel with some presently expensive form of "pay-TV" which you subscribe to, you

can cancel that subscription in favour of your own service. Confused? No need. If you wish access to parts 1-3,

contact SaIFACTS for reprints; NZ$10 for the set from SaIFACTS, PO Box 330,
Mangonui, Far Nortlr" New Zealand



channels, not every charurel on satellite
may be desireable or available to you. A
'Pomo-Flick' channel (see Coop's
Technology Digest, May 3l; p.14), for
example, might be inadvisable in your
community. Or ESPN if you are in New
Zealmd or Australia, is simply ,'not

available" because of pre-existing
contracts wrth Sky and Optus. Likewise,
a Japanese channel Q{Iil<), althoug}r
available FT{ would be a waste of
valuable cable system channel space if
you do not have a suitable Japanese
speaking audience available, whether
they be tourists or fulltime residents.
Therefore each individual cable system,s
channel listing will be customised to the
ethnic and economic base of the area
sewed.

For discussion purposes here, let us
assume a commumty with the following
demographics:

1) A marketing centre for a rural region,
outside of coverage by competitive (Sky
or Galu<y) terrestnal pay TV services,

2) An average age slightly higher than
the national average with more retired
people than middle age, but offset by a
equally large percentage of yoirlg
families with children under 10 years of
age:

3) An income level slightly below the
national aver€e but no local moyie
houses and a shortage of entertainment
optrons outside of the typical pub and
amateur athletics cultures ;

4) The economy depends on tourism for
10% of its tum over each year,

S)'15% of the homes own a VCR, and
the average family rents 1.3 videos each
week (which is actually about the average
nationwide).

Now let's take this scientific approach a
step firther and as a prospective cable
operator you commission a sampling
survey of the households in the area you
wish to serve asking only, "Would you
subscribe ro (Sky) (Galaxy) at 850 per
month if it were available here?" And
let's assume the results of this survey
show 17% would subscribe, 14% think
they would, and the rest are between
"Don't know" and "No."

*/As of 1 June 1995; an updatewhen appropriate.
1/ Some programming sources may not be available in all areas, depending
upon pre-existing marketing conbacts.
? AsiaSat 2 available west of 180 meridian; probable launch end of last
quarter 1995, early 1996. Dish size required: 3m west of 170E, 3.8m
between 170E & 180E.
3/ Palapa C1 available west of 170W, probable taunch January 1996. Dish
size required: 3m west of 180, 3.8m beteen 180(E) and 170W.
NOTES: There are 25 programming sources listed here of wfrich the 10
that charge would cunenfly cost tre cable operator US$4.20 per cable
home per month if fwere chosen for distibution.

Satellite
Dish

Number

Satellite Programme
Service
Name

Appeals to Cost Per
Cable Home
Per Month

One t180 WorldNet News Junkie Free
t180 RFO French Free

Two PAS2 TNT/Cartoons Young, Old us$1.
PA$2 NBC Super Middle, older us$1.
PAS-2 NBCANBC Businessman(Wth Super)

PAS-2 Asia Biz Net Businessman us$.20
PA$2 CNN 11 Middle, older us$.50
PAS-2 MTVAsia 1G30 years us$.30
PAS-2 CMT Countv fans us$.30
PA$.2 Family Net 20-60 years us$.30
PA$2 Discovery/1 Family us$.50
PAS-2 CBS News /1 Middle, older us$.10
PAS-2 NHK Japanese Free

Three \JZ ATN Hindi lndians Free
G2 EMTV Family Free

Four {2) AS2 Prime Sports males 20+ Free

AS2 Channel V 1&30 years Free

AS2 BBC World/1 middle, older Free

AS2 Star Plus Family Free

AS2 Chinese
Channel

Mandarin
Families

Free

AS2 Zee TV Hindi Indians Free

AS2 Deutsche
Welle

German/Eng-
lish/Spanish

Free

Five (3) Palapa Cl Canal France
Intemational

French Free

Palapa C1 ATVI
Australia

Family Free

Palapa C1 ABSICBN English
(30%), Filipino

Free

Palapa Cl Gold Network
Australia

Family Free



What sort of cable TV programming lineup would you
try to create for this example community? The satellite
delivered listing on page 1i is a point for starting.

Would you carry all of these programme sources?
Unlikely. Logic suggests, for example, that few systems
in English speaking regions would require the Frenctr,
Hrndi, Mandarin or Japanese channels unless you are
functioning in a community where tourism is high. And
rn that case, the tlpe of tourists would effect which of
these channels (even if free to air) you would carry.
Remember that at the very least you will have to
purchase a satellite receiver and a companion modulator
for each programme source carried; NZIA$i,100 as a
minimum. And you will be Eing up some of your
available spectrum space (a channel) as well.

Cable/SMATV rates per moteUhotel room or cable
home are the current contract charges from the
programmers (1).

Most cable systems will also carry the locally
available terrestrial networks as well. That could be as
few as two, as many as three, depending upon where

l, "SPACE Membership Notes" newsletter (Vol. 1,
No. 1; May 15, 1995) lists more than 30 separate
programmer contacts for Pacific cable operators.

you are located. If you were to set up a cable system
today and carry all ofyour terrestrial (local) signals plus
all of the satellite channels available you would qurckly
be at the 30 channel pointl

Retuming to our market survey:
> There is a rule of thumb in cable system opera-

tions that you cannot have too much sports. In the page
11 list there is sports on RFO (5% of total, mostly
weekends), EMTV (i5% of total, mostly weekends and
ear$ momings), Prime Sports (24 hours daily), Canal
France Iatemational (5% of total) and NHK (570).

j
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FILIPINO CHANNEL: Bi-linguat, avaitable to cable
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> There is another rule that you cannot have too
many movies. Of the progtimme sources listed in the
chart, only TNT (programmed for nighttime classic
movies) offers a regular schedule. We'lI discuss more
'currenf movie programme sources, something you do
not offer as a part of your "basic cable" package, in a
subsequent issue.

> The third rule of thumb suggests you cannot have
too many "family / children's channels." Here we have
TNT's half-day companion'The Cartoon Channel', The
Family Net, Discovery, EIrflV, Star Plus, ATVI
(Australia) and Gold Network Australia.

F Last, you must have a news channel of some sort.
CNN and BBC World are considered competitive, but
in fact they compliment each other as their approaches
to news coverage are totally different. Each will have its
fans, and long term CNN will attract the larger audience
although probably for shorter periods of time than the
average BBC World viewer.

Once you are out of these general categories" virtually
all programming is called "specialty" meaning it will
appeal to typically less than l0% of the total
population. The proper approach here is to have a
balance of specialty channels. Specialty programme
channels tend to have highly loyal viewers; rf 5Yo of a
market enjoys country music, you can be certain that
your subscriber base with CMT on the cable wrll be
disproportionately high in those C&W fan homes.
Likewise, the appeal of the Asia Business Net AIrTBC,
and the ethnic channels. Of the ethnic channels, only
ABS-CBN from the Philippines programmes enough
Enlish to make it bi-lingual; the balance will appeal
because of their (infrequent) sports coverage or oniy to
the ethnic group served by the programming language.

What successful cable operators attempt to achieve is
a "balance" of programme mixes, realising that the
attraction of cable is twofold:

1) That it has some special churnel (such as CMT)
which appeals to a small group of people fiercely loyal
to "their" channel, and,

2) That it has some broader g oup of channels which
appeal a medium percentage of the time to a larger
audience base.

Cable service is akin to having a library video seruice
that is constantly changrng the books in stock. Each
hour has a new programming mix that is always greater
than the locally available FTA offerings. People may
watch no more television, but at any point in time their
choice of programmes is far greater than without cable.
Cable viewers guickly leam to be "charurel surfers,"
'zappin$ through their full channel line-up to sample
everything that is there at each programming break and
commercial intemrption.

(Series continues SF#l 1)
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the SATELLITE novice: Feeds

At The Focal Point
The satellite dish, parabolic of shape in design, is a

totally passive device. Like a mirror with lightwave
principles, the 'dish' proper is nothing more than a
reflector capturing srgnal from the distant satellirc and
focusinq the captured energy to a central focal point.
The real antenna is at the feed, where the enerry
focuses.

A great deal is expected of a feed antenna:
l) It must scan ("see") only the reflector surface. It

should not "see" beyond the edge ofthe reflector surface
for if it does it will pick up not only the reflector
collected signal but it will also pick up "noise" radiating
from the ground behind the reflector. And noise is the
enemy.

2) The feed must have the same polarisation as the
incoming signal(s). There are four choices out there:
Lrnear vertical, linear horizontal, right hand circular and
left hand circular (SF#6, p.13). If your feed is designed
or installed incorrectly for the polarisation of the signal
you are try,rng to receive, your reception is degraded (to
the point of no reception).

ftr selecting the correct feed for a dish first you must
know fty calculation fabove] or from the manufacturels
data sheet) something called the f/D ratio; the focal
distance to the dish diameter. Arguments abound as to
whether "shallow dish" or "deep dish" designs are best.
What is not arguable is that if your dish is shalloq the
feed had best be designed to optimise performance on a
shallow dish. This relates to how the feed antenna
"sees" the dish surface. A shallow dish (with an flD in
the range of .4 to .5) might be called "far sighted" as the
feed is located further away from the dish centre than
with a deep dish. And a "deep dish" (with an f/D in the
range of .25 to .35) could be called ',near sighted,' as the
feed is located closer to the dish surface.

A feed designed for a deep dish will see too much
when it is placed on a shallow design dish; actually, it
will look'oyeC the edges of the dish and see the noise of
the ground beyond the edges of the dish (the noise of
course degrades the performance of the antenna system)
Conversely, a feed designed for a shallow dish if
installed on a deep -dish will see too little of the
reflector surface and the gain of the antenna "system"

will be degraded.
Feed manufacturers tell you in theu literature sheets

what type of dish each feed model is designed to
fi.nction best with.

Orbitron 2,2.5 and 3.6m dishes have an f/D of .36 or
mid range. Their 3m and 4.9m are .3 f/D while their
6.lm has an f,D of .45 and certainly requires a carefully
selected feed.

Paraclipse's Classic 10 Plus (3m) is .352, ,rhe Eclipse
3m is .30. The Classic 12 (3.8m) is .375, rhe Eclipse 12
is .333. And their Islander 4.5 and Classic 4.5 are .310.

How rmportant is having just the right feed for an
antenna? A feed designed for an f,/lf of .33 to .45 (such
as the Chaparral Super Feed) will produce arorurd 0.9
dB less signal on a dish calling for a feed of .30.
Chaparal gives you two options here: A device called a"Golden Ring" attached to a .33 - .45'standard' feed
converts it to the frD range of .28 to .33. Another option
is a totally adjustable "Scalar" portion on the feed. On
the Chaparral Polarotor I-E/A feed (which combines
C-band feedhom with their Polarotor I polarisation
selection system) the installer can move the scalar ring
portion in and out on the body of the feed hom to
obtain peak response Gain)

The worst situation for mixing up feeds is when you
have a shallow dish (frD .45 to .5) and a feed designed
to function with a deep dish. Here you will lose signal
and the fee4 by looking over the edges of the dish, will
pickup earth noise along with the signal. This
combination is kkely to be more apparent on the screen
(actual reception) than a signal level meter since the
screen (picture) shows you the undesireable effects of
mixing srgnal with earth noise (causing the pictures to
be grainy or'sparklie' even when the signal level seems
adequate). The ADL brand of feeds are designed for
dishes with an flD of .335 to .425, or, in some cases
they have adjustable scalar portions for optimising the
f,D of the antenna system.
Polarisation Sense

In SF#6 we looked at why a feed designed for
circular works very poorly on a linear satellite such as
PAS-2. Basically, a circular feed receives an incoming
signal that is round like a spiral (SF#6, p.13). A linear



feed receives only up and down polarised
(vertical) or left to right Qrorizontal) signals.
There are elements of both up and down and left
to nght in a spiral (crcle) so the circular feed
simultaneously picks up both vertical and
horizontal signals. As an example when you are
trymg to obtain peak reception on PAS-2 from
AIIBC on TRI3V with a circular feed, the
(digital) enerry from The Filiprno Channel on
14H appears as unwanted noise on the AITBC
signal.

Correct polarisation matching is a must. If you
wish only to "get by," the best choice would be a
linear feed (switchable at your receiver from
vertical to horizontal and back agaln) which will
produce clean linear signals (without interference
from the opposite polarisatioq called "cross pole"
interference). On circular polarised satellites
Sntelsat and Rimsat) the linear feed will produce
a 3dB (half power) signal but at least it will do so
without cross pole interference. A circular feed"
on the other hand cannot be adjusted to elimnate
cross pole interference and while it will frnction
better on Rimsat and hrtelsat, it will be a disaster
for linear signals. Near-future satellites Palapa C1
and AsiaSat 2 will also be linear and thus a linear feed
will grow in importance as additional satellites are
launched.
Feed Centring

I-r a true parabolic dish the feed is positioned at the
exact centre of the dish reflector surface a precise
distance in front of the surface. The distance between
the reflector centre and the edge of the feed nearest to
the reflector surface is called the focal distance. When
the feed is supported in front of the dish with one or
more arrns or braces, two adjustments are essential:

1) Finding the precise centre of the dish
2) Frndrng the correct focal distance.

0

Angleo

A feed antenna has a "pattern" (plot of how sensitive it is to
signals approaching it from the reflector surface at various
angles away from 0; 0 being straight on from the centre of the
dish). In the pattern plot above, a Chaparral Polarotor I feed
pattern is plotted versus look angle. From a point +i- 30
degrees off the centre, the "gain" of the feed is flat (the top
portion). lt is half as sensitive (-3dB) at -40 and +40 degrees,
1/4th as sensitive GO dB) at -60 and +60 degrees. By
mounting it on various f/D dishes from .25 to .50 the "edge

illumination" (gain of the feed at the edge of the dish) varies as
shown to the right of the graph. ldeally, the feed edge should
be around -10d8 .

Most dishes give you an adjustment to optimise the
focal distance but the centring is often pre-designed into
the feed support structure.

Being off-centre by 1" at C-band may cost you a
signal loss of 1.5 dB (one-quarter signal) on a 3m dish.
Being off-centre 1" on a Ku-band 1.5m dish can cost
you 3dB (half of the available srgnal)

The correct focal distance is equally important and
most dishes provide a limited amount of 'fine turin$ to
allow peaking the received signal (using a spectrum
analyser or receiver signal level meter). At C-band,
berng in too far 'in' or 'ouf by 0.5" seldom costs you

more than 1dB. At Ku-band you can find a ldB
difference by being as iittle as i/8th inch off.
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t,* BENEFITS
o MEMBERSHIP NOTES advisories covering programming access

from satellite suppliers o Direct access to programming and
hardware suppliers o Technical help witft system planning, fouble

shooting o Discounts at annualfade show, for supplies

SUPPORT

o There is stength in numbers; your support of SPACE makes
possible better bargaining power with programmers o Shared
information: Members are constantly discovering new programme
sources which is shared wih all members through member Bulletins
o SPACE puts people of like interests togetherl

There are four  SPf tGE menbership leuels ;  gou se lect  the one
that  best  su i ts  gour  act iu i t ies and needs.  i , l r i te  f  or  f  ree n
no obl igat ion SPACE Paci f ic  Data Pack today!

SPACE Pacific Limited r PO Box 30, Mangonui
Far North, New Zealand r Fax 64-9406-1083
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A technical and marketing advisory
memo

to the membership from your industry
trade association group

Patent Rights and MPEG
Lr the midst of all of the technical production reasons

why consumer friendly, lower cost and mass produced
dlgltal video (MPEG) receivers have not yet come into
production, we have a new deterrent. patent rights.

No one company and certainly no individual "dis-
covered" MPEG. What began as digital video in its
earliest form dates back to computer software digitisrng
programmes developed more than a decade ago. The
challenge, in getting from those early "digitising,' days
to the present full motion compression MPEG
'standard', has involved dozens of big companies,
hundreds of smaller ones and thousands of individuals.
Progress was painfully slow, literally in "b1tes', at a time
of computer software implemented by corresponding
churges in hardware chips. In the final MPEG-2 format,
there could be no identity as to "the author." And, most
of what makes MPEG-2 work is actually computer
language, or software in the trade.

After hundreds of individuals in dozens of prime
companies had worked on the "software algorithms',
there was a long line of MPEG-2 "inventors" each
claiming they are entitled to share in the "royalties" for
its use.

Two years ago, as MPEG-2 was being finalised, a
special committee was formed to determine which
engineers and which firms actually added something to

the final MPEG-2 format that was critical to its success.

This issue is on the way to being resolved althougir it
may take another 9 months to finalise. In the meantime,
those who believe they made contnbutions (whether
they are ultimately determined to have done so) are
demanding patent royalties from every firm producing
MPEG-2 hardware. That's understandable. But there is
more. These claimants are also demanding that every
user of MPEG-2 (a user would be CMT or CTIrtr) also
pzy aroyalty for using their software programme.

Satellite programmers are fi.u:ny people. They object
to being told they must pay a percentage of their gross
revenues to someone who claims they are using a
system. They have never paid gross-revenue royalties for
analogue; they dislike the concept of payng a
percentage of their revenues just to use MPEG.

So satellite prograrnmers, already faced with agonisurg
delays from the hardware suppliers who are having
difficulty getting MPEG-2 units into mass productiorl
are basically saying "If we don't hme to go MPEG-2 at
this time, we will wait a little longer." And the key
issue, whether any portion of the MPEG-2 designer
famrly can really coilect a royalty from a satellite
programmer using MPEG-2, may have to wait a court
trial for final decision.

It is not a surprise, therefore, that more and more
satellite programmers are selecting'interim' analogue.

SPACE Pacific

Satellite
g.og."m"
Access
CommittEe

A trade association for users, designers, installers,
sellers of satellite-direct TV systems in the pOR

.AN INITIATION TO JOIN SPACE PACIFIC-
There is a category of membership for virtually every reader of SaIFACTS; each membership class carries distinct

privileges. A SPACE Membership explanation package is available at no charge and carries no obligation
Membership classes are: Individual Member (for an individual owning a satellite dish for private viewing),

Installer-Dealer Member (those who sell, install and service satellite-direct systems), Rekansmission
Member (CATVlSMAfVlBroadcaster), and Importer/lvlanufacturer,/Prosammer Member (creator of satellite
hardware, distributor of satellite hardware, creator-distributor of programming via satellite). Each membership
category has an advisory committee made of up members to assist in the formulation of SPACE Pacific policy.
The next (intemational) SPACE Conference will be January 23-27 inAuckland, NZ; see page 6 here. To query

membership, see form on page 26.



interim Benefits
Tumer lrtemational's TNT / Cartoon Channel,

delayed from an originally annourced mid-April start,
has elected NTSC B-MAC as an rnterim transmission
scheme. Tumer is handling the iRD (not a decoder but
fully rntegrated receiver-decoder) units directly at
US$1300 each including shrpprng taxes and duty. This
will be the Scientific Atlanta 9708 unit which can be
ordered (optional extra) with a "bypass option" (allows
reception of FTA analogue) and will also accept (when
available) a plug-in CDV (compressed digital video)
MPEG unit (not yet priced but anticipated to be around
US$500 when available). This means there will be a
single receiver capabie of FTA and NTSC B-MAC
rndeo and MPEG video. n\TT / Cartoons hopes to be on
PAS-2 TR15V the week of June 19 (Angela West,
Sydney, Tel. 6 1 -2-95 7 -525 5, Fax 6 1 -2-957-5 1 6 1 ).

MTVs NTSC signal on TR3V announced the week
of May 22nd it would remain FTA 'until Augwt', and
then on the aftemoon of Jrure lst tumed on their NTSC
B-MAC encoder. Why? There are two big reasons,
many smaller ones:

1) MIV N{andar4 promoted to be a "soft" service
with non-controversial videos, couldn't resist running
big-name stars (h4adonna) cavorting with barely covered
private parts. In FTA available to anyone with a dish,
tens of thousands of dish owners in religiously sensitive
countries (lr4alaysia, for example) rushed to oggle things
they had never previously seen on their TV screens.
MTV had two choices; encrypt early or be banned by
legislation in irate govemment circles.

2) Taiwanese and Filipino cable system operators
were 'stealing' the service by the hundreds, reluctant to
pay for something they were gettrng free. The answer:
Encode.

The good news is that MTV is available to motels,
private clubs, hotels and cable systems anywhere in the
Pacifrc through Satellite Management lrtemational,
Sydney (Gillian Aitkin at 61-2-977-0188; Fa<
61-2-97'l-0934) and the same S/A NTSC B-MAC
model 9708 required for TNT / Cartoons will work for
MTV as well.

Other
ESPN has pulled the plug on all DTH anyplace in the

Pacific at this time. They will deal with hotels outside
of New Zealand and Australia but the rates are stiff:
US$5 per room per month; minimums apply For
restaurants / bars, US$100 per month. Contact Andy
Scott, Director Intemational Sales in Hong Kong at
852-2887-1 1 99 (Fax 852-2887-08 I 3).

Discovery has also stopped DTH authorisatiorx, "for

now," pendrng a study now urderway of possible DTH
"distributors" (tel. 8 52-2822-7 1 8 8).

SATELLTTE SYSTEM SUPPLIES
frdrn

Rarnetts Radio & TV Services Ltd.
Intporter sl Echasrar Prsducts

PUT ON
A GENUINE

KTI ckd 12' (3.7m) Quad Polar Dish r $1,450.

Echosta: Lfi30 lnw Threshold Receiver (198 chmels) r $500.
Echosk LT8700 Integraled receiver/positioner (5000 chs.) . g1,300

AP 750 Antenna Positioner. $400.
Achator IfTS 24" Acme jeck screw r $215.
Chaparal HTS Tracker C,itr(u feedhorn r S245.

Echostar 25 degree C-band LNB . $115.
Ku-band ldB noise figure LNB r $135.

Complete Home Dish Packages
. from $2,300.

AII prices h NZ$, exclusive of GST /fretghl

YISA. and Benkcflr-.I eccepted.

AMERICAN
HAPPY

CMil
G O U l { T R , Y  M U S I C  T E L E Y I g I O N

r CMT is an American original. The only all video, all
country music TV network. 24 hours of non-stop top hits

and hot new music - without veejay intemrptionsl
t Now available throughoutttre Pacific on PAS-2, to
SPACE Pacific members, in firll stereo SA digital.

r SPACE individual (home DTH) members: US$50 per
yearnNt 3 yearminimum outside ofNZ. Commercial

rates for motels, SMATV, cable upon request.
NOTE: Requires SA D9222 IRD with dish typically 2.4 to
3m. IRDs available through SPACE Dealer Members &

Telsat Communications.



Qurrent to Presstime

WHO ro coNrAcr
FOR

SATELLITE PROG RAMMING APPROVAUI N FO RMATION

Programmer Format/Bird

ANBC ftaNtsc/P2

As.Bus.News SalvlpeglP2

ATN ftaPaYc2
Cmal + MPEG/7177

CBS TVNet Satvlpeg/P2

CCTV SatoIpeg/P2

Chi.TVNet SaMpegt?2

CNN ftaAitsc/P2

CMT SalvlpegP2

Deutsche W. (1) / ffa

Discovery PalB-Ad/P2

EMTv ftaPaVG2

Encore */l SalvIpeg/?2

ESPN NtscB-IvI/P2

Farnily Ch. Unknown

Filipino Ch. GiMpeglP2

Clalarry GiMpeg/BI

Leanring Net CltNlpeglP2

MTV NtscB-lM1P2

NHK ftaNtsc/P2

Un.Inv.Hld. MpegillT4

RAJ ftaPaVGl

RFO ftaPal/I180

STARnet Q) t  f t a

TNT/Cetn. NtscB-lvltP2

WorldNet ftaPal / Il80

Rdes DTH / Cable

DTI{?rus$l p/m (a)
Us$s0pyAls$.20pm

None

Not presently available

DTH?AJS$20py

Unknourn

US$24@ylCable ?

Not yet amounced (3)

Us$s@y/us$.3@m
None

No DTHIuS$.S0pm

None

Not presently available

No DTIVUS$5.O0pn

Not yet aurounced

US$l20py/Cable?

.4$600pyiCable?

Fees per prograrnme

DTH?AJS$.30pm

None

Not presenfly available

None

None

None (5)

US$SopyAJS$lpm

None

DTH s-w c-w
? Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

No ? 2

? Yes Yes

2 ?

Yes ? 2

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

No ? Yes

Yes Yes Yes

No No No

No Yes Yes

? Yes Yes

Yes ? 2

No ? {

Yes No No

? Yes Yes

No(6) Yes Yes

No 2 ?

Yes Yes Yes

No(7) Yes /7 Yes /7

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Contact Fax Numbers

Roger Wilson 852-X65-223r
Chris Wanden 6s-323-0788

P.K. Dixit 9r-22-287-27s3
M. VanRyswyck 687-265321

Nell Donovan t-2t2-975-7452

He Zongiiiu 86-185r-5554

K.F. Lar 852-2515-6521

Gwin Scott 6l-2-957-5161

Selwyn Cathcart 64-6-3512141

AdelhEid Lucus 49-22r-389-3208

MukLay 852-2810-8455

GeoffKong 675-254450

Michelle R. Sie 1-303-721-5415

Andy Scoft 852-2887-0813

Richud Busgilio l-804459-6195

GinaLeviste 63-2924-2732

Stan Grmn 6t-2-325-7322

l-303-484-0668

cilliarAitlin 6r-2-977-49f4

8t-3-3374-5948

Parl A. Buft t-303-7704207

ShankaKuika 914449t0733

(8) 3345-24-7198

Jqnes Field 852-2532-1044

Angela West 6t-2-957-y72

USIAOffice Amer. Ernbasw

Bl I Optus Bl satellite (160.0E)
Cli / Compression Labs Inc. (MPEG format)
fta / Free to air (not encrypted)
GiMpeg I General Insfument MPEG (digital) format
1174 / Intelsat at 174E
1177 / lntelsat at 177E
1180 / Intelsat at 180E
Ntsc / lAmgrican) 525 line standard
P2l PaMmSat PA9,2 (169E)
Pal / (European originated) 625 line standard
PalB-ltl / Palformat &'MAC analogue encryption
pm / fee per month
py / fee per year

I / German based Deubche Welle, broadcasling 2
hours daily in German, English and Spanish, presenty
avaihbb in fia on 1180, will be 24 hours on AsiaSat 2.
2 / STARnet 5 $ channels fh to be available AsiaSat 2
3 / CNN will eventualty encrypt but remains fta PA92
4 / $1pm is for 2 channelq: ANBC and NBC Super
5 / STARnet will have up to 30 pay TV channels in
addition to 5 to 6 in fta
6 / NHK present service on PA92 includes
announcement that tansmissions are "Not for private
viewing" and are intended for cable/ broadcast use.
7 / RFO plans MPEG format in future
8 I Send Fax only in French language; a French
Embassy nearyou will also be of assistance



Chorts, Footprints, Spocecroft detoils,
Frequencies etc. of oll operotionol sotell i tes
worldwide. Also includes comprehensive
informotion on Encryption Digitol
Compression ond other
technicol subiects.
Cot# Bl0l2,  Normol ly A$140.00,
Special SaIFACTS price of ONLY ASTO

informalion and covering such topics as:
Communicotions Theory, Sotellite Operotion, System
Components, Terrestriol Interference, Decoders,
Video Compression Techniques, Link Anolysis ond
Budgets, Polor Trocking, SMAW Instollotions, plus
the nomes ond oddresses of over 120
equipment monufocturers.
Cot# 81007, Normolly A$79.00,
Special SaIFACTS price of ONLY AS59

A$25 !
A$21 tr

credi tcardNo: I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  I

Signature

Name:

Expiry Date:

Buy both books qnd we will include o copy of our SIOOO Sorellite
Aiming soffwore ol no chorge. Simple lo run on qny IBM
compuler (Pleose specify disk size).
SaIFAGIS ]eaderc ssve ovel, 45o/o on ]egulat prices

lYES GARRY Please send me
Z 1 x 1994 World Satetlfte Yearly @ A$70, plus delivery.
| 1 x Home Satetlite TV Manual @ A$59, plus delivery.
lBoth books, including FREE software @ Afin, plus delivery.
Ship by: TNT Express Worldwide Mailfast Delivery A$27 !

SATELLITE TV
EQUIPMENT

AV,COMM

Economy Airmail
Surface Mail

P'code:



EMTV Survey
SF#9 contained a survey card asking observers throughout

the Pacifc Region to grade the 'qualiff of EMTV video and
audio. EMTVs uplink obtains their signal from an oGair
pick-up, i.e., by receiving the signal after it has been broadcast
through the air to local TV viewers. 92% of those completing
the survey card graded EMTVs video quiality as either "Fat"
or "poor" witJl.97% saying they do notice a ,'graininess,, (ack
of distinct edges on objects telecast). A\d 70% of those
responding said they "do not find EMTV sornd acceptable."
Virhnlly everyone reporting said the signal 'quali{l is best
when the receiver operates in a narrower (IF) bandwidth such
as 18-22 MHz. Bottom line: If EMTV wishes to attact
viewers outside of Papua New Guineq they should correct
this situation. Our thanks to the more than 50 readers who
completed the survey card.
Rimsat Gl and G2 Changes

Several dozen reporters comment on the tests being
conducted by RAJ-TV on Gl TR R6 wherein the original RAJ
progamming is reduced to l/2 tansponder bandwidth and a
new programme charmel (a movie service) is transmitted in
the second half Rimsat advises the tests show they can
operate the tansponder at full (75 watt) output power without
"inter-mod" (degradation) with both progmmme charmels
present. This suggests, although Rimsat doesn't say so, that
the 75 watt tansponder has really been operating at less than
fuIl(75 watt) power all along.

Manila based ABC-5 (Associated Broadcasting Company),
which carries a heavy lineup of US English language TV
shows, has switched from analogue on Gl, TR R8, to SIA
MPEG; the first MPEG on a Rimsat. SF srrggests you contact
Engineer Ely Nankil (Fax 63-2-936-1551; Tel 63-2-936-2504)
regarding getting authorised for reception if you iive within the
footprint (a Hemi beam service; see SF#9, p.2; does not reach
firther south than Northem Austalia). Also on Gl, Sun TV
on TR10 (hemi) has stopped broadcasting and the trarsponder
is back on the market at US$1.2m per year (Iim Brewer at
Rimsat; tel 63-47 -252-6984 direct line).

Obsewer ShaneWilson (Mareeba via Caims) reports of Gl:
"Perhaps the new up-links being employed from Singapore
are 'driving' the satellite harder; in any event, most of the
signals a.re now stonger. AsiaNet (lF: 1325) is the best. Sun

Tyrell Ruscoe {Wanganui, NQ salvaged this 3m
ex-Telecom dish for effective use on C and Ku

TV (IF: 1426) is advertising 7 movies, daily, for cable TV
users. Money TV (lR Rll) is now Sun TV Music (IF:1226),
similar format to ATN on G2."

On G2 (142.58), the EMTV loss of uplink (see SF#8, p.20)
tacking now seems to be corrected. Shane Wilson reports that
in addition to EM TV and ATN, the only other signal he can
receive here is a weak JJAY-TV (IF: 1425).
Other Reports

David Pemberton (Muswellbrooh NS$D reports the
PAS-2 China Beam NTSC service is detectable at his location
(32.175, 150.55E) on an IF of 1685 but he is using a wideband
Ku LNB covering 10.95 to 12.75. Shane Wilson repods this
same signal in Queensland with an IF of 1034 using a more
typical 12.25-12.75 LNB. David also suggests that Gorizont 19
satellite (96.5E) users CCTV and AZ TV (lR R7) seem to
have the same satellite tacking problem with tleir uplinks that

l
I
I
I
L

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Readers are encouraged to submrt reports of the past 30 days obsewations using the Observer
Reporting Form found at the top of page 25 here. Photographs of achnl reception can be taken with any camera capable of
adjustnent to l/l5th of a second (PAL; l/30th NTSC), F3.5 to 5. Use ASAI00 speed film, hold camera very steady and
observe your camera's minimum focal distance. Altemately, videotape (VHS, any speed format) can be submitted to SF and
we will take the photos. We also encourage photos of persormel and equipmant for possible use. Material submitted cannot be
directly acknowledged except by way of appearing here. At our deadline of each issue (see page 25 Observer card), reports
may be faxed (64-9-406-1083).



Maior Changes In Launch Schedules Announced
During the last 30 days several new variables have been intoduced in the development of the Pacific / Indian ocean region

satellite world by satellite operators and launch facitties. Prior to the announcements, the launch of AsiaSat 2 (to 100.5E) was
scheduled for "third quarter 1995", the newest Palapa (Cl) satellite was scheduled to I l3E in November.

First, Indonesia's Cl satellite, originafly scheduled to be launched by an Ariane rocket in November, will now be launched by
an Aflas Locktreed Madin Atlas IIAS from Cape Kermedy in Januarv (1990. Palapa C2, originally scheduled for launch by

Ariane in "third quarter" 1996, will now be launched in April to I lSE. Both Palapas have heavy-duty Austalia-(South) Pacific
footprints on C-band (38dBw eastem Austalia, 37dBw New Zealand, or dishes in the 2m size class). Addrtionally, both

satellites expand C-band from 3.7-4.2 GHz to 3.4-4.2 which means more tansponder room (see SF#3, p.3).
Next, two Filipino based companies have announced their intentiors to build and launch C + Ku band satellites "by December

1996.' Mabuhay Philippures Satellite Corp (MPSC), backed by the Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co., says it will
launch a 30 C-band + 12 Ku band transponder satellite built by US corporation Loral and launched by a Chinese Long March
rocket December 14 (1996). MPSC plars use of an Indonesian registered orbital spot but will not name which one at this time.

(lhe possibilities include [in order of likelihood]: 134E, 150.5E.) The MPSC armouncement was followed in 24 horns by a
srmilar announcement &om Philippine Agila Satellite Inc. (PASI) that they, also, would launch a satellite "in December 1996"
but admitting it has not secured an orbital position at this time" MPSC says they will be a"regional satellite system" serving a
wide area of SE Asia and the Pacific while PASI says they plan oniy to sewe the Philippines initially. br either event, the sky

will be ever-firller of C and Ku band satellite sisnals.

EM TV first had with G2 in April. He notes, "The power levels
are up and down during the day and they seem to lose the
satellite." Shane Wilson adds that jufuing the quality of the
CCTV service on Gorizont 19, he believes it, too, is fed from
an'oflak' uplink. Others he suggests may be similarily fed are
TV3 andAnteve on B2P.

STARnet's TRI2V senrice on Palapa BZP, although intended
for Indonesian viewers, is drawing some interest in Austalia's
northem Queensland and Northem Tenitory. STARnet
receivers, pre-authorised (for an indefinite period of time) as
they come out of the box for the Videocrypt encoded
nighttime movie service, are now being distributed in small
numbers irside of Austalia. Under Austalian (ABA) 'nrles'

pay television delivered to Austalian viewers from sources
outside of Aushalia (i.e., on any satellite other than Optus) is
'illegal' until after at least july 1997. However, while the more
populous southeastem coastal areas now have access to
Galaxy pay TV (SF#9, p.2), the more isolated inland and
northem areas do not (and will not as long as Galaxy is
confined to the Optus High Power beam). So for the moment
if the ABA really cares, it appears to be looking'the other way'
on this STARnet service being offered into Aushalia.

Similarily, the'lndoVision' service (combining Dscovery,
ESPN" HBO) IRD units intended for lndonesia onlv are also

now'somehon/ getting into Austalia's more northem reglons.
Unlike the STARnet sewice, the 'lndoVision' units require
regular subscription payments and dealers m Austalia
participat'ng in this activity report there are significant liason
problems with the lndonesian equipment (and authorisation)
suppliers. Looking ahead, when all of these services move to
Palapa Cl after their January 1996 launch, the same services
will suddenly become available throughout all of Australia
(plus New T,r;alarrd) on dishes in the 2m range.
Galaxy Update

Optus 83, the latest and newest version which was
successfi.rlly launched last Augttst but has remained in'storage
orbif at 151.7E, reportedly has been moved to A3's 155-9E
location and as reported in Coop's Technology Digest (May
3l) it is anticipated that Galaxy pay TV progamming as well
as other Optus users will be moving from Bl (160.0E) to 83
(i55.9E) by or around I Septernber. Optus 83 at 155.9E has a
CW (continuous wave, rurmodulated) beacon that will appear
aI12.750 GHz (IF: 1450 MHz) and a receive system with a 2M
or larger dish and spectrum analyser (Austalia, NZ) should be
able to detect it with no difficulty.

The exact start date for Galaxy DTH remains unannounced;
subject to the move to 83 (if this report is accurate) and the
arrival of the digiSTAR Austalian version receivers ftom

EX€TOGK r $900 DISGOUNT o FULL WARRANTY r 10 - 1,750 MHz + 3.7 - 4'2 GHz
SPECTRUM ANALYSER: lnvaluable for satellite installs, cable TV system set-up

a Field (rechargeable Gelcell) or
work bench (230 vac, 50 herE)

r 5 bands: 1G500 MHz, 50$1000,
95G1450, 125G'175O and 370&4200
a +18 vdc powering for satellite LNB

r 4 digit LCD frequencY readout
a 2dB and 10 dB Per division

o 60 dB dynamic range
l} Span 500 MHz to 1 MHz/division
.} Resolution band,vidtt 300 KHz

ONE-ONLY: NZ $,4900 GST inclusive!
(AVCOM of Virginia PSA-37D)

FfiH HORTH
Linitefl

Cf,BLE TU Po Box 30, Mangonui, Northland,
NZ TelePhone 64€406-1282



PanAmSat PAS-2 TIPDATE: To June 6. 1995
Tirmet's TNT / Cartoon has rescheduled launch date fot " the week of June l9rh" but that could still slip some. The format will

be NTSC B-MAC although FTA service could precede the encryption for 30 days or more. SA model 9708 IRD rmits are
being sold by Tumer directly (Angela Wes! Tel 6l -2-900-31 I I ; Fax 6l -2-9 57 -5472) at US$ I 300 duty, taxes and freight

inclusive. DTH rates are US$50 py, SMAW and cable US$l pm. The downlink frequancy will now be 4152MHz1m: llA; in
l/2 tansponder format TRI5V (same polarisation as ANBC). There will be 4 separate audio channels: I Left Enghsh I Rieht
Mandarin" 2L is Thai and 2R (reserved for) Japanese. MTVs Mandarin seryice, saying it wogld remain FIA ,,un7il A.ugttst,,,
suddenly went to B-MAC NTSC the aftemoon of I June (see p.l7 this issue). DTH policy is sti[ being sorted but mo-tels,
hotels and cable can subscribe at US$.30 per outlet per month through Crillian Aitlin in Sydney at Satellite Management

Intemati.onal ffel6l-2-977-0188; Fax 6l-2-977-0934). The Family Charmels Rick Buscrglio advises "We are still negotiating,,
(for tansponder space) but they "hope to have a deal to Imtnch later this year." The most likely scenario rs that Family will

appear in SA MPEG on TRIV along with CTN and CBS. They are likely to accept DTH as well as cable subscribers. The
service is one of the widest seen, most popuiar cable services in North America (Fax l-804-459-6423).

An Asian NTSC signal is operating on PAS-2 Ku vertical as reported from northem Queernland (IF: 1034 MHz), American
programming with sub-tifles, possibly Korean. A search of PAS-Z with a spectrum analyser also reveals as many as 3 separate
digital carriers present on Ku; the Asia Business News Ku PAL analogue feed'tesf may terminate by the time you r"ud ttris.

PACE Electonics. Before Galaxy launches DTH, they will be
changing out all of the existing GI Digicipher receivers with
PACE digiSTARs and therein will be a clue as to the probable
start date for Galaxy DTH. Logic suggests Galaxy wifl begin
tests on 83 usrng NTL and DigiSTAR as soon as the uplink
hardware is installed for 83, then begin distibuting digrSTAR
(professional) receivers to replace the GI Dgicipher receivers
now in use for the Bl Digicipher format seryice. As soon as
we see MPEG slgnals on B3's High Power tansponders
(rorizontal 9 through It that will be the first step towards the
Dgicipher to digiSTAR changeover. And once the
commercial (MDS, hotel, club) users of Galaxy have been

The new 1995 AV.COMh{
SATEI,T,I?E TV
CATALOGUS, contains
up to the minute information
on all available satellites
and equipment needed
to receive Jhem.

Contains detailed
information on oYer
150 products eovering
all aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For vour fR[[ coov of the new
tsgs ev-cor,lto{ imAl.ocug
sirnply complete the coupon
below and send tor
AV.COMM PIY, LTD.
P.O. Box 225, Balgoivlah NSW 2093.

Please send me a FfrEE copy al the 1995
AV.COMM Satellite W Catalague.

AV-COMI!{ PTY tTD
A"C.N. mB 174 4?6

1 98 Condamine Street,
Balgolvlah NSW 2093

Telr (02) 949 ?417S48 2667
Fax {02} 949 ?095

converted to digiSTAR. the Bl Digicipher feeds will be shut
down and Galary witl begin getting serious about DTH using
digiSTAR. The present Digicipher channelling scheme in use
for (GI model) 310 AP and 1500 receivers is shown below.

Motels, hotels, SI\&TV and cable TV systems located
throughout Austalia qualify for a free 3.lm dish systern as a
gift from PanAmSat. The dish system, with C and Ku feeds
and low phase noise LNBs, is intended as an incentive for
facilities to receive and use one or more PAS-2 prograrnme
services. The package, qdth a value of more than 4$2,000, will
cost the user only freight charges from Sydney. There is a
written contacl some (not onerous) reshictions: Details from
Richard Fleck of Global Vision (Iel 6l-2-977-0188; Fax
6l-2-251-8382).

Rimsat G2 inclined orbit. To minimise sigml loss created by
G2's inclined orbit users should set-up (peak for maximum
signal by adjustng elevation and azimuth) during 'zero

crossingi times. The orbit loses (regresses) 3.27 minutes per
day at this time. For the next 30 days, optimum times for
adjusting fixed dishes will be:

June l5: 0415 and 1615 UTC
June 30: 0326 and 1526I-[C
Julv 15: 0303 and 1503 UTC

T R * IF SerYice Multiplex
Channel

Digicipher
Channel

10H 1,075.5 CNBC t0 0

10H 1,075.5 PASS t1 1

10H 1,075.5 wl l2 z

10H 1,075.5 PSN QO 5

10H 1,075.5 Shoslime Q1 6

10H 1,075.5 Tests (1) Q2 T

1 1 H 1,138.5 Quest r0 0

1 1 H 1,138.5 Arena t1 1

1 1 H 1,138.5 Max t2 2

1 1 H 1,138.5 Red o0 5

1 1 H 1,138.5 Encore Q 1 6

1 1 H 1,138.5 Tests Q2 7

I , "*"-"* " " ..-t.E TV ltali4 test bo* norn b..IGI '
I

i

Addres:



The Better To Plan Viewing Times

PROGRAMMING TRENDS
An observer with a 3m backyard sateliite dish inNew

Zealand has access to more than 30 "satellite channels"
if the dish is equipped with the correct feed (linear
vertical, horizontal plus circular left and right), an
adjustable receiver IF bandwidtlr, standards conversion
(for NTSC and SECAM and a polar mount or horizon
to horizon dish drive. Australians are cven more
fortr.rnate and those in WA 'sec' up to 10 additional
satellites which NZ and eastem Australia miss.

Unfortunately there is nothing like a 'satellite TV
Programme Guide" for this incredible array of channels
and even channel lists for the more difficult to receive
services are elusive. Knowing where and when to 'look'

is the challenge. One man has set out to do something
about this: It is his Job'. Brian Oliver at the Universrty
of Auckland UniSat project; SF#6" p.2), using the
University's 7.3m horizon to horizon dish and the best
in electronics, routinely scans the skies for up to 24
hours per day, 7 days a week. Oliver is creating a
massive data base of all (available in Auckland)
satellites between 100E and 125W. The University in
tum is gaining access to hundreds ofnon-English direct
broadcast news and feature reports which are being used
by foreign language, economics and cultural studies
departments. Oliver is interested in exchanging raw
transponder and programmrng data with others in the
Pacific and welcomes your queries at (Fax)
64-9-373-7A69. Moreover, if you have an e-mail

'address, Oliver wrll be pleased to add you to his weekly
Unisat programming resource publication; currently the
most comprehensive listing of whrch transponders carry
news and other non-entertarnment programming
available today in the Pacific. Oh yes, by attending the

SPACE Pacific South Pacific Region Satellite and
Cable Show January 23-27, you will have an oportunity
to tour the Universi!t's Unisat station and witness
operation of the 7.3m dish f,rrst hand; less than
15Ometres from the 'Shold meetine hallsl

Mandarin wrap up
of dat's events

Mandarin wrap up
of dat's events

Service closes down 4AM NZT weekdavs

FRONT COVER FOLLOW.UP
To satisfy himself that the PAS-2 Ku signal into Alice

Springs was as strong as he believed it to be, Les Brooks
(see front cover,
p.1) used the
35cm UK origin
'Marco Polo' era
dish to produce
the Asia Busi-
ness News re-
ception shown
here (right). A
portion of the
Brooks' antenna
farm (left).

-1.



riatf AC r'S PACII'IC OCEAN ORBIT WATCH: 15 June 1995
Copyright 1995: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, FarNorth New Zealand [Fm 64-7-406-I0S3J

TR# lF freq

R6/-1 1 ,475
{
I 1,430

R7 1,425

1 - 2 1406iL425

3 1,385

R8 1,375

3 - 4 t346tLm

R9 1,325

6 1 , 3 1 0

6A 1,305

5 - 6 l28E/1300

R 1 0 1,275

1 0 1,256
7 - 8 123511249

R 1 1 1,225
1 2 1,220
1 4 1,175

9 -  1 0 1161/1183

1 6 1,135

1 1 - 1 2 I I l U l l l 5

1 8 1,105

1 3 -  1 4 1038/1060

22 1 , 0 1 5

1 5 -1 6 985/985

23 984

23A 973

24 962

JUNE 1995 NOTES:
lb is &MAC (NTSC or PAL)

/d is digital
/c indicates some programming is free to air

e/ indicates two programmes are on
transponder, 1 in LHC and 1 in RHC atlimes

EMTV indicates programming is free to air (FTA)
VDP indicates videoplexed (two Mdeo signals,

in NTSC format, requiring vidiplex signal
separator for proper Mewing)

westH indicates westem hemispheric beam
G/ indicates global beam

indicates reception on 3m or smaller
dish in most areas

lndicates subscriptions are avrailable
(see page 18, ihis issue)

Yltt

lz&

r,bYw

r r ? t

ttrb I

rloj4
? i

ff,q'
7{1
t'tnl
qlul

Ku BAND ACTIVITY UPDATE

A3BITR IF Freq

l(v) 97'�|

sL(v) 1,193

5UOr) 1,218.8

7L(D 1,344

ruff) 1,370

l0(rD LA7s.7s
llcr) t ,138.5

A3/B3:155.9E Bl:  160E

i5
ri

$*

TAB radio, data

ETV:>0000UTC Occ.Video,news

Occ.Video

NHK:>I200UTC ABC National

SBS National

Bl: Digicipher, Ch.. 0,2,5,6,(7)

B1: Digicipher, Ch. 0,1,2,5,6,(7)

PAS2 IF Freq

I H 981

2V 981

4V 1,041

6V l , l0 l

TH 1,166

8V 1,166

l0v 1,231

l lH 1,291

l4v 1,351

l5H 1,416

l6v 1,416

Coverage Beam Service Report

China I

NZAustalia

NEAsia 1034: Korean

NZAustalia occ. video

Ch.2 orNZAus
NE Asia

NZAustalia

lh.2 orNZAus

NZAustralia occ. video

lh.2 orNZAus

NE Asia



TELL US what you are seeing or using for equipment, that is new within the last 30 days. Observer reports (see
"With The Observers" page 20) form an important part of the growing body of information we all share monthly.
o NEW programming sources seen since 1 June: (Please list receiver TF' or satellite transponder number if

. CIIANGES in reception quality since 1 June:

o EQIJIPMENT changes at my observing terminal since 1 June:
- 

l3otorg- 
jion*gl,l$r/ R$(- t".l^F.

r MyName
Town / City Country (Please furn form over)

E Enter ryy 12 month subscription to SatFACTS Monthly starting with July 1995 issue. My NZ$40
^ ?$ t*.U (within New Zealand),_-IJs$40 (outside of New Zealand) is enclosed.?-$ !rp../ (within New Zealand), US$40 (outside of New Zealan

il;-\N\*"@/ c*?*^,t, _

COLINTRY
I  o i Y J

Payment and card to: SatFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far No$h (New Zealand)

I

I

I

I

j

J*

I wish to order the following reference materials (see cover pag€ 3 - next full page - for descriptions):
E The WORLD of SATELLITE TV (NZ$30 inside NZ; NZ$35 elsewhere).
fl T89402 / NtATv (NZ$20; SPACE Members $15).
fl T89404 / Home Satellite (NZ$20; SPACE Members $15).
fl T89405 / Commercial Satellite (NZ$20; SPACE $15).
n ALL THREE 1T894A2,94A4,9405 (NZSa0; SPACE $30)
E Coop's Satellite Operations (NZ$30; SPACE $20) .
E Gibson Navigator (NZ$30; SPACE $20).
D Coop's Basic - Fine Tuning (NZ$30; SPACE $20).

Instructions:
Z Check offitems you \ryish

airmailed to you
r Make cheque to Far North

Cablevision Ltd.
r Complete reverse side of card

tr ALL THREE / OPERATIONS, NAVIGATOR, BASIC (NZ$70; SPACE Members $50).
E CfU 9412 lStarNET Wants To Put You in Cable TV (NZ$30; SPACE Members $20)
D Cfn 9503 I Copyright As It Applies to Satellite Reception (NZ$30; SPACE Members $20)
D Cfn 9504 IGALAXY: The Inside Story $Z$30; SPACE Members $20)
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r YOLrR equipment survey:
Size dish(es): ; Noise Temp LNB(s):
Make/model receiver(s):
Make/model standards conversion :

r Friends with dishes (Will be sent literature explaining SPACE):

If mailing, to: SatFACTS Observers, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

SaIFACTS June 1995 SURVEY OF TI{T RBCEPTION
TNT / Cartoon Channel is scheduled to launch sometime aftsr June lfth on PAS-2, transponder 15V
(same polarisation as ANBC); 4I5?\tftlz (IF: 998) n L/2 transponder format. Your report will help us

'plot'the coverag€ of TNT throughout the Pacific.
TNT reception here is: I As good as ANBC; IAs good as CNN; I Worse than both

I rate the reception: I Excellent; I Good; I Fair; f Poor
Mv satellite antenna size is:

My satellite receiver is a operated at a bandwidth of _ MHz
My Name
Address
Town/City

Please return immediately after first receiving signal, to:
TNT / Cartoon Survey

PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, NZ
(Fax: 64-9406-1083)

Instructions to Order from SatFACTS Data Shonpe:
o From anyplace in world: Enclose palment in NZ$, or, in US$ at rate of

$lNZ: 64 cents US (total in NZ$, multiply by .64) to
Far North Cablevision Ltd., PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

c Complete your own ship-to information below.

Total amount of order (add items ordered on reverse side of this card): NZ$
(If paying in US$, multiply .64 times NZ$ number for total)

Ship to:
Name

Town lCity Country
IF Member of SPACE Pacific: Your membership Number (found
on membership certificate, line 4: )



ENTRY LEVEL:
E The WORLD of SATELLITE TV (Asia Pacific editioQ by Mark Long and Jeffrey Keatrng. The
ideal "starter" manual for someone entering the freld of satellite television. How the system works, what
the parts do, how they all fit together. 226 I'trdh quality, weil illustrated p4ges. Ease of comprehension
plus excellent detail. Price:NZ$30 wrthinNZ, NZ$35 elsewhere. Note: Limited copies remain in stoclg
these will surely sell out this month (1ile hope)!
fl fgg+OZ / I\{ATV: Master Antenna Television Systems. How to plarl select equipment for and
install multiple outlet systems for motels,. hotels, apartment flats and condos. Practical step by step
guidance. Price: NZ$20 world-wide.
E fgpqOq /Ilome Satellite Systens. What the parts are, how they go together for POR home TVRO
systems; how you create a working system with maximum performance at minimum outlay. Price:
NZ$20 world-wide.
D fgq+OS I Commerciat Satellite Dish Systems (SMAT\). If you are building a system from scratc[
also order T89402 for the MATV po'rtion basics. If you are rebuilding an existing MATV system to add
satellite signals, you need this! Price: NZ$20 world-wide.

DISH OWNING ENTHUSIAST LEVEL:
il Coop's Satellite Operations Manual. Originally written 1980, this manual explains how you
locate and interpret the multitude of wide and narrow band signals available via satellite. Dozens of furr
new ways to get more from your dish system. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
E Gibson Satellite Navigator (Olw 1980). The mechanics of the Clarke Orbit Belt, how a dish
tracking system is designed and operated to allow full horizon to horizon reception with a motorised
dish system. Very practical, very hands on with plenty of do-it-yourself instruction for inexpensive
systems. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
E Coop's Basic Manual on Fine Tuning Satellite Terminals (Olw 1980). The little thlngs such as
feeds, connectors, powering. Tips from the people who started home dish reception in the 19?0s,
buildrng the foundation for the present TVRO industry d"y by day, discovery by discovery. Very
practical, very hands on. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.

BUSINES S MANAGEMENT REFERENCE MATERIAL:
tr Cm 9412 | StarNET TV Wants To Put You In The Cnble TV Business. When AsiaSat 2 is
launched in mid year, StarNET's 7 free to air (plus 35 pay T\) services are designed to make you a cable
TV operator. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
fl CTD 9503 / COPYRIGIIT - How It Works, Your Liabilities. Must reading for anyone planmng
to distribute satellite programming to motels, hotels, communities. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
n CTD 9504lGALAXY- The detailed, inside story of what it is, where it wants to go. If your appetite
to understand Gala<y is whetted by our 3 page report in this issue of SaIFACTS, this detailed analysis
(issued furil 28th) is for you. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.



When they wanted Cable
Television throughout

Europe, Asia and America

they called the
man from Maser.

James Golden has a world of experience, spanning twenty

years, in Cable Television.

He has advised in every aspecr of developing, establishing,

operating and managing Cable Television on three continents.

Maser is now making that extraordinary skill and knowledge

available to Cable Television operators in New Zealand.

There is more. Maser has formed alliances with General

Instrument, Belden, CableData, Gilbert Engineering, Channelmatic,

C 6r E Corp, Loma Scientific and Alpha Technologies. Each and every

one an unquestioned market leader.

From studio to set top. Everything you require including

automatic systems for inserting commercials and foolproof billing.

All from the world's leading suppliers.

And, of course, there is Jim.

--jUIASER
II IECHNOLOGY GROUP

Ca l l  Mase r  now on  64  9  479  7889  o r  Jax .64  9  479  6536  and  we ' l l  pu t  you
together  wi th the best  names in the business.
P.O BOX 65-166 Mairangi  Bay,  Auchland,  New Zealand

For Profess ionals


